EMC DOCUMENTUM MOBILE
Enterprise information on the go
Today’s workers are mobile—and growing more so every day. They mark the rise of
a “new user” who is literally setting the enterprise IT agenda for applications and
services in the post-pc era.
For this new generation of tech-savvy employees, partners, and suppliers, it’s all
about choice computing. They expect to have the same flexibility and access to
enterprise content as they do with their personal information via Twitter, Facebook,
and other Web 2.0 technologies. With EMC® Documentum® Mobile, that anytime,
anywhere access is now possible.

ESSENTIALS

Available as a free download from Apple iTunes, Documentum Mobile puts secure,

Intuitive, Simple, and Secure

information faster than ever before. Documentum Mobile enables mobile users to



Native iOS experience



Guided navigation



Secure repository access

Enterprise Information At Your

mobile access to enterprise information at your finger tips, allowing you to act on
access and browse Documentum repository content, including rich media such as
images and video, from anywhere you have an Internet connection. From its
simple, intuitive interface, you can easily perform common repository tasks such as
search and preview, download content for offline access, import content and edit
metadata, engage in collaborative activities, and participate in business processes.



Rich media and metadata

DOCUMENTUM MOBILE PUTS YOUR OFFICE
WHEREVER YOU ARE



Repository search

Between meetings. At home. Or in an airport, hotel lobby, parking lot, or café.



Online and offline viewing

Mobile, you’ll always have access to the enterprise information you need, when you

Fingertips

You’re preferred office is wherever you happen to be. And with Documentum

Act on Information Faster

need it. The app’s simple interface gives you unfettered access to Documentum

Than Before

content, so you can be more productive no matter where you are. When you’re not



Review and approval



Comments



Content import and

tethered to a desktop, you can promptly address time-sensitive tasks that would
otherwise pile up. And Documentum Mobile automatically extends information
governance policies to all your mobile content. Any place you go, the enterprisestrength security for which Documentum is known goes with you.

metadata editing

DATA SHEET

Organize your work through Documentum Mobile's clean, intuitive interface

CHOICE COMPUTING FOR THE WAY YOU WORK
Documentum Mobile simplifies the way you work. It will make you more responsive,
more productive, and more connected to the enterprise.

FIND IT FASTER
Intelligent filtering accelerates searching with ‘Favorite’ and ‘Recently Viewed’ folders.
Search results come back as thumbnails, which simplifies finding the right
information.

ACT ON INFORMATION WHILE ON THE GO
A mobile inbox provides review or approvals for critical workflow tasks and signoffs
that can be digitally signed, helping you act on information wherever you are. And
when you’re dealing directly with a customer that means greater customer
satisfaction.

SHARE AND COLLABORATE
Just because you’re not where your team is doesn’t mean you can’t share ideas and
participate in collaborative discussions. Import content from your mobile applications
and enter metadata, including custom properties. Plus, Documentum Mobile
integrates directly with your email so you’re never out of the loop.

ACCESS CONTENT ANYTIME
Access to your content is now available with a native experience on the most popular
mobile devices—iPad, iPhone, and iPod Touch. Documentum Mobile supports all media
types including rich media, and you can even view content protected by Documentum
Information Rights Management (IRM). When you know you’re going to be offline,
download content for later use and offline access.

CONTACT US
To learn more about EMC
Documentum Mobile, visit us at
www.EMC.com/DocumentumMobile,
or call 800.607.9546 (outside the
US: +1.925.6005802).

Easily browse repository content through the most popular mobile
devices—iPad, iPhone, and iPod Touch.
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